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Anthem Lights - As Long As You Love Me

                            tom:
                Cm

                            Cm     Ab  Bb
As long as you love me
                Cm     Ab  Bb
As long as you love me
                Cm
As long as you love me
              Ab
We're under pressure
 Bb
Seven billion people in the world

Trying to fit in
Cm         Ab
  Keep it together
  Bb
Smile on your face

Even though your heart is frowning

Cm
  But hey now
Ab
  You know girl
Bb
  We both know it's a cruel world
Cm          Ab              Bb
  But I will take my chances

                Cm
As long as you love me
              Ab
We could be starving
             Bb
We could be homeless

We could be broke

                Cm
As long as you love me
               Ab
I'll be your platinum
              Bb
I'll be your silver

I'll be your gold

                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me
                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me

Cm              Ab
  I'll be your soldier
 Bb
Fighting every second of the day

For your dreams, girl
Cm              Ab
  I'll be your Hova
 Bb
You can be my Destiny's Child on a stinger
Cm
  So don't stress
Ab
  Don't cry
Bb
  We don't need no wings to fly
Cm         Ab   Bb
  Just take my hand

                Cm
As long as you love me
              Ab
We could be starving

             Bb
We could be homeless

We could be broke

                Cm
As long as you love me
               Ab
I'll be your platinum
              Bb
I'll be your silver

I'll be your gold

                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me
                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me

Cm                Ab
I can make you fly, give you some wings
Bb
That's the product of a man and what true love can bring
Cm                Ab
If we rich then we can see the finer side of dreams
Bb
But if we broke then I don't care, I'm good at fixing things
Cm                                Ab
And it don't matter if we gotta love each other through the
good and crazy
Bb
Me and you against the whole world and the fact of the matter
is that's what, that's what makes me
Cm                             Ab
Want you so much more than breath So where this next one takes
me
Bb
Is right back to your arms where I know I'm safe
Cm                Ab
We can hold each other till the end of the world comes
crashing
Bb
And we like a movie, you direct me to a better end
Cm                       Ab
You like my inspiration, m-m-m-motivation
Bb
You stole my heart and I don't need replacing

                Cm
As long as you love me
              Ab
We could be starving
             Bb
We could be homeless

We could be broke

                Cm
As long as you love me
               Ab
I'll be your platinum
              Bb
I'll be your silver

I'll be your gold

                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me
                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me
                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me
                Cm                Ab                Bb
As long as you lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-lo-
lo-lo-love me
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                Cm        Ab           Bb
As long as you love, you love me, you love me
                Cm        Ab           Bb

As long as you love, you love me, you love me

As long as you love me

Acordes


